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NEWSLETTER
April 2015

News
Congratulations to Marilyn Baptiste, Councillor for Xeni Gwet’in First Nations Government and Director for Denisiqi on
winning the prestigious Goldman Prize! Marilyn is one of five worldwide to have won the Goldman Prize which is one of
the world’s largest international awards for grassroots environmental activism.

Executive Director Message
Hard to believe that Winter is finally over since it did not really feel like we had a winter! Denisiqi has an exciting year ahead
of us. We have recently hired a Team Leader for our Child and Youth Mental Health Team’ as well as a Cultural Enhancement
Coordinator. It has long been recognized that children and youth would ultimately benefit from these added levels of support.
Collaboration with MCFD and the Cariboo Friendship Centre as well as some internal restructuring has had to take place to
ensure the best outcomes for children and youth with possible Mental Health Challenges. We are very excited to have Neil
Burrows starting with us on May 1st. Neil will also have some responsibility liaising with the Wellness Team at the Cariboo
Friendship Centre. Bridging between our two agencies will ensure that children and youth are accessing the service that best
suits their needs and will promote better outcomes.
With support from AANDC, Denisiqi has finally been able to engage a Cultural Enhancement Worker. Orrie Charleyboy
recently joined the Denisiqi Team. Orrie will be able to assist with the development of community based resources and provide
a link between children and youth wanting to learn more about their community, culture and language.
Denisiqi has almost completed an “Environmental Scan” in each of the communities we serve. While the details are currently
being evaluated, it is no surprise that language and culture remain as the two main areas of concern. We have strong hopes to
host a number of language and culture camps this summer and look forward to partnering with communities to host these
events.

Staffing Update
We would like to welcome Orrie Charleyboy who was
hired on as our Cultural Enhancement Worker.

Neil Burrows was hired on as the Child & Youth
Mental Health Team Leader and will start in May.

Yvonne Lowen was hired as the Family Support
Worker for Ulkatcho. Welcome to the team!

We are looking forward to working with Orrie, Yvonne and
Neil and want to welcome them to the team.

Upcoming Events
 Restoring Balance Family Program @ Denisiqi – May 4 to 28, 2015 Monday to Thursday from 10:00 am to 3:00 pm - to
register or for more information contact Marilyn Charleyboy at DSS ext. 239 / Marilyn@denisiqi.org



IndigenEYEZ Summer Youth Camp – May 8 to 10, 2015 – to register or for more information contact Jessica Doerner
ext. 246 / email jessica@denisiqi.org
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Family Support Workers Program
January, February and March is done and gone. I cannot
believe how time flies. We are now in the month of
April. That is the month “Benen ne ʔedilh.” In English
it means “The month the birds fly north.”
For the month of January 2015, Denisiqi staff
brainstormed for the Winter Wellness Gathering. It was
postponed to February. Staff thought that it was too
soon to have the Winter Wellness in January as we were
just coming back from the Christmas holidays. That was
great for staff as we wanted to make it a successful
gathering. Winterfest 2015 was held on February 12,
2015. It was a busy day for staff and other support
services within the Williams Lake area. Winterfest
Gathering was very well attended and lunch was
provided by For Sure Bistro. The food was excellent.
I also had the privilege of traveling out to Ulkatcho with
Amy Sandy, Social Worker for Ministry of Children and
Family Development in Williams Lake. Amy Sandy did
a presentation on the “Children and Family Services
Act” to the staff at Nagwuntl’oo Elementary School.
Amy did an excellent presentation.

There are two (2) important activities that started here at
Denisiqi Services.
There will be rotating visits to the six (6) Tsilhqot’in
communities and Ulkatcho. The community visits
started in March 2015.
The other project is a Parenting Curriculum to be
presented out in the rural and urban communities. This
curriculum will have to be Ministry of Children and
Family Development approved so clients can get
certified and recognized. I really think this project will
be very beneficial to the communities we serve.
Hopefully, spring is here and summer is around the
corner. I am looking forward to sunny, warm weather
right about now.
Sechanalyah
Joan Charleyboy
Family Care Supervisor

Language Corner
The Tsilhqot’in people refer to the month of April as
Benen neʔedilh – the month the birds fly north
May is referred to as Benen Gwets’ ened zin – the month of planting
June is referred to as Daltsi za – the month of the sucker fish
Family Support Workers (FSW) in your communities are:
Brenda Lulua, FSW/Social Development Worker
Xeni Gwet’in First Nations
Phone: 250-394-7023

Alice Johnny, Family Support Worker
Tsi Deldel First Nation (Redstone)
Phone: 250-481-3335

Beverly Quilt, Family Support Worker
Yunesit’in Government (Stone)
Phone: 250-394-4295

Graylin Johnny-Jobin, FSW/Social Development Worker
Dorothy Alphonse, FSW/Social Development Worker
Tl’etinqox Government Office (Anaham)
Phone: 250-394-4212

Shirley Grambush Johnny, Family Support Worker
Tl’esqox First Nation (Toosey)
Phone: 250-659-5655
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Yvonne Lowen, Family Support Worker
Ulkatcho Band
Phone: 250-742-3288
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Early Childhood Education
Aboriginal Supported Child Development (ASCD)
Aboriginal Infant Development Program (AIDP)
Early Childhood Development Outreach (ECD)
Nun Yaz Daycare:
ASCD/AIDP/ECD Outreach: In the last few months, the
ECE Team have been travelling to the 7 Chilcotin &
Carrier communities, providing support services in all the
Head Start or Daycare classroom programs. We also
have been doing “Moe the Mouse”, which is a curriculum
resource for Speech and Language. The kit is directed
towards teaching children with speech sounds.
It
encourages preschool children to read books and helps
develop children’s creativity through open play by using
imagination to explore their environment that happens in
a natural setting around each child.
We also did our final preschool circus of the year at Tsi
Deldel in March 2015. It was great to see the amount of
children and parents who attended the event. We also
invited the Speech Pathologist, Hearing, and PALS
Program and Lift the Lip team from Interior Health and
School District #27 programs.

up in Stone. There has also been 1 on 1 training in
Williams Lake.
Anybody wishing to have this in their community or 1 on
1 in William Lake is asked to please contact Grace
Cahoose at Denisiqi for more information. The ECE
team are also continuing with the Ages and Stages
Questionnaires to better assist and help parents to
understand their child/children’s levels of development.
Keep in mind, that the first 6 years of a child’s life are the
most important.
Nun Yaz Daycare: During the month of January, the
children learned about the winter weather, learning about
themselves - body parts like eyes, ears, mouth, etc.
In February the children made hearts for Valentine’s Day
and also started to work with scissors to develop their
cutting skills.
For the month of March the children got to go outside and
play. They enjoy going outside as they are always
asking. For art the children made hats made out of paper
and rolled green paint on them with a ball.
And the month of April they made flowers with coffee
filters and paper mache Easter Egg baskets so they could
use them for their Easter egg hunt in the Daycare.

Enjoying the fresh air!
Mom Vanessa and baby Sym enjoying Infant Massage

Grace, ECD Outreach has also just finished the Infant
Baby Massage Training in Anahim and almost finished
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Aboriginal Child & Youth Mental Health & Wellness Team
Greetings from the Aboriginal Child and Youth Mental
Health Team
Jessica Doerner, our Wellness Coordinator continues to
be very busy working with communities, connecting
with partner agencies in building capacities around
mental health and youth empowerment and cultural
immersion. Involvement in events such as the Youth
Healing Circle/All Nations Cultural day, Integrated
teams with knowledge like the recent self-harm
workshop from a sister agency.
Also a big project is the IndigenEyez training and youth
camp. The camp is scheduled to be held May 8-10, 2015
at the Riske Creek Old School. Jessica also facilitates
the monthly West Integrated Team meetings, which are a
valuable source of support and information for our
community front-line workers. With some of the clients
that are seen by our clinicians, Jessica may also assist in
organizing wrap around services for the client or
connecting with them based on other needs that affect
their overall wellbeing.

Deb Trampleasure, Lori Sellars and Marilyn Baptiste with the
Journey Mapping Poster.

Deb Trampleasure continues to be our Intake Clinician
who receives all referrals and initiates supports for
children and families requiring services. An intake
appointment is a time for families, children or youth to
come into Denisiqi and meet with Deb to explore their
DSS Newsletter-April 2015

needs and develop a wellness plan that takes into
consideration the importance of family strengths, culture
and community connectedness.
Please feel free to call Deb and connect with her around
any child whose wellness you may be concerned about
and she will be happy to listen and discuss options for
support for both the child and the family if needed. We
also explore ways to overcome barriers such as travel to
support families to be able to come to Denisiqi for their
appointment.
Kendra Rogers-Calabrese is the Development Clinician
who sees many clients and provides mental health
therapy for children and youth. She sees children who
require support for many issues such as grief and loss,
trauma, anxiety, depression and difficulties coping with
life’s challenges. Referrals are accepted from parents,
teachers, social workers, or doctors, but are preferred to
come from the referred child and his or her parents or
caregivers. Kendra follows a holistic approach to
therapy, incorporating culture, art, mindfulness, and
cognitive strategies. Each client creates a Wellness Plan,
which they use to guide the therapeutic process.
In February our program partnered with Marilyn
Charleyboy from Restoring Balance to do a 3 day
Strengthening the Circle: Parenting Through Traditional
Attachment Workshop. The participants came from
many communities and enjoyed 3 days of learning and
celebrating their traditional roles as caregivers and
teachers in their children’s lives. We run this program
regularly as we believe children’s family and caregivers
are the most important people to promote mental
wellness and balance in a child’s life. The parents and
caregivers themselves benefit from learning and support
to be the circle of support and strength around their
children.
For more information about the Aboriginal Child &
Youth Mental Health & Wellness program, please
contact Jessica, Aboriginal Wellness Coordinator at 250392-6500 (ext. 246) or Debora Trampleasure, Clinician
at 250-392-6500 (ext. 245).
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Ulkatcho CYMH School-based Worker:
from Ulkatcho!

Greetings

Right after Easter the community was treated to a day of
learning and laughter at the Anahim Lake Public School.
Chad Soloman, a puppeteer that believes that laughter is
indeed the greatest medicine, entertained us all with his
interactive puppet shows.
A classic story which
included the teaching of the Medicine Wheel started the
day. This was followed by a healthy lunch and an
outdoor playtime. The next puppet show taught us how

The day was enjoyed by everyone including our visitors
from Tatla Lake School. This event was only possible
due to the assistance of the RCMP, Shed Society,
Denisiqi, Ulkatcho Band and Victim Services.

A huge Thank You to everyone involved who helped to bring
Little Spirit Bear Productions to our community. After a
time of deep sadness it was a wonderful thing to see smiles
and laughter all around.
Terri Smith
Ulkatcho CYMH School-based Worker

to resolve bullying issues with a restorative justice
theme.

Restoring Balance Program
Happy Spring!
The Restoring Balance Program will be in session from
May 4 to May 28, 2015 at our office in Williams Lake.
The program runs Monday to Thursday from 10am to
3pm daily with lunch on site. This will be a 4 week
program with a full and exciting line up of different
sessions. Come and join us.
The last Community that hosted the Restoring Balance
Program was Xeni. Thanks to Cecil Grinder for all his
help in setting up our cook and making sure people had
rides to and from the program. Participation and
attendance was AWESOME!
I will be contacting communities beginning in June to
host the program for one week sessions. If you are
interested, please feel free to call me at the office.
Aside from my regular programs, I have been conducting
surveys (Environmental Scans) out in each of the
communities. To date, I have been to Xeni, Tsi Deldel,
DSS Newsletter-April 2015

Yuneŝit’in, Tl’etinqox, Tl’esqox and ʔEsdilagh. I am
scheduled to go out to Ulkatcho on Tuesday April 21,
2015.
I held focus groups in each of the communities except for
ʔEsdilagh, where I presented the idea. The focus groups
were well attended and the discussions were very open
and concentrated on what we can do as community
members to bring back our Tsilhqot’in culture and
traditions. This all seemed to be just the beginning of
discussions and I hope to be involved in more to promote
growth and change in our communities, especially around
children and families and how we can all work toward
building stronger communities to support one another.
Sechanalyagh
Marilyn Charleyboy
Restoring Balance Coordinator
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Delegated Services Program
Voluntary Services Presentations
The Voluntary Services Social Workers bring the following
information to their presentations: Organizational chart,
brochures and DSS program brochures. They discuss the
role of the Voluntary services and their programs - Extended
Family Program (EFP), Foster Care home studies, special
needs agreements, voluntary care agreements and other
ways of supporting aboriginal families. Sometimes they are
requested to do ‘reciprocal work’ for other Voluntary
agencies and the Ministry for Children and Families. They
have done presentations on:






– needless to say our building was shaking from the beat of
the drums. They usually spend the first half hour drumming
and singing traditional songs. Kerry goes over drum
protocol with the group, teaches us different beats, and leads

January 27, 2015 @ Cariboo Metis Association
January 28, 2015 @ Tsi Deldel
February 4, 2015 @CCTC
February 18, 2015 @ Esdilagh First Nation (Eastside)
March 18, 2015 @ Esdilagh First Nation

The Voluntary Services Social Workers continue to work on
Extended Family Program Caregivers Assessment, Foster
Home Studies, Voluntary Care Agreement, Special Needs
Assessment, and working in partnership with MCFD Social
Workers, and other Aboriginal Voluntary Agencies.
Drumming and Singing - Every Tuesday from 3:30 to 4:30
PM @ DSS
Kerry Chelsea and Carmen Mutschele started the Drumming
and Singing group here at Denisiqi last December. Initially
the group was very small, but they were determined to
continue for a while to see if more children and youth would
start to attend. Over the course of the last couple of months

most of the beautiful songs. For the second part of the hour
Carmen brings her guitar and hands out music sheets, so
everybody has the right words to sing along. They usually
sing current pop songs, as well as the occasional country
song or rock classic. Overall the program is very well
received and it’s open to everyone from 10 to 18 years of
age. For more information please contact Kerry or Carmen
at Denisiqi.
Update on moving to Guardianship Services:
In February 2014 Denisiqi passed the pre-audit for the
Operational Readiness for Guardianship Services.
Aboriginal Child and Family Agencies must pass the preaudit as its costly and time consuming for MCFD to book
and pay for a formal audit.
MCFD Aboriginal Services expectation is an agency must
pass the pre-audit before they will book for a formal audit.
Denisiqi passed the pre-audit in the second week of
February, 2014.
MCFD Aboriginal Services Branch provided Denisiqi with
feedback on the pre-audit results in November of 2014.
MCFD Aboriginal Services would like for Denisiqi to
undergo and pass a Practice Audit for Voluntary Services
before MCFD Aboriginal Services Branch approves a date
for the formal Operational Readiness Review for
Guardianship Services.

our group has grown steadily. Last week, clients and staff
from Nenqayni joined, and they brought their own big drum.
There were almost twenty people in the room on two drums
DSS Newsletter-April 2015

A Practice Audit for Voluntary Services is where MCFD
Aboriginal Services reviews Denisiqi’s current files –
Family Services, Child Services and Resource Files to
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ensure Denisiqi is meeting the minimum requirements as per
AOPSI.
Once Denisiqi has received feedback on the Practice Audit,
which is tentatively scheduled for the last two weeks in July
2015, MCFD Aboriginal Services Branch will notify
Denisiqi whether or not they are going to book a formal
audit for Operational Readiness Review for Guardianship
Services.
Denisiqi is still waiting for an appointment time for the
“formal audit” for the Operational Readiness Review for
Guardianship Services.
Once Denisiqi has undergone the “formal audit” Denisiqi
will have the ability to become legal guardians of
Tsilhqot’in and Ulkatcho CCO children (children who are in
foster care), who were originally removed on reserve.
Denisiqi will become legal guardians of approximately 8
children.
Denisiqi’s plan was to complete the Operational Readiness
for Child Protection by end of December 2014. The plan is
to take on Child Protection responsibilities’ in 2016.
Mental Health & Addictions Training @ Thompson
Rivers University
Carmen and Charlene have registered to take the above
training.
Events
February 12 – Denisiqi Services Society hosted the
“Winterfest 2015” at Denisiqi.
Organizations from
Williams Lake shared the types of services that they
provided. At each table there was a draw if you entered
your name. We also had live entertainment. The event was
well attended.
March 11 to 13 – DSS Staff attended the “Wraparound
Training”. The facilitator was Tim Dueck. Three Family
Support Workers were able to join us.
March 24 and 25 – A few of the DSS staff attended the
“Traditional Wellness Symposium” hosted by Toosey
Indian Band. The event was well attended.
March 26 - Nadine, Brenda & Carmen went out to
Tl’etinqox Head Start Program and did “Scrapbooking” as
per their request.
April 16 and 17 - Nadine attended the “A Consortium for
Change: Reconciliation for Today’s First Nation &
Aboriginal Children through Custom Adoption and
Permanent Placements” on April 16 and 17 @ Vancouver
Island Conference Centre in Nanaimo, B.C.
April 20 and 21 – Voluntary Services staff will be attending
the “Metis and First Nations Health Service Needs Project
DSS Newsletter-April 2015

2015” at the Salvation Army from 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
This is a 2 day open house event. Everyone is invited to
come and enjoy some helpful information regarding the
Health Service needs in our community. You will also have
an opportunity to gain valuable feedback on this topic.
Community Intake Visits to the Seven (7) Communities
 April 8, 2015 @ Tsi Deldel
 April 15, 2015 @ Tl’etinqox
 April 22, 2015 @ Xeni Gwet’in
Brenda Cahoose is assigned to Ulkatcho and Alexandria
Carmen Mutschele is assigned to Anaham and Redstone
Charlene Smythe is assigned to Xeni Gwet’in, Stone and
Toosey
Cultural Enhancement Worker:
My name is Orrie
Charleyboy; I am a member of the Alexis Creek First
Nation, (Tsi Deldel). I was recently hired as the Cultural
Enhancement Worker to assist Denisiqi to develop and
deliver culturally sensitive education and prevention
programs.
I bring a wealth of cultural knowledge with me as I’ve had
the privilege of working with elders as an interpreter in the
Tsilhqot’in rights and title case. I also worked for the
Tsilhqot’in National Government for a number of years.
While working there we completed a Traditional Use Study;
a study that collected information from elders about
traditional and present day uses of Tsilhqot’in Territory. I
also worked as a Tsilhqot’in Language teacher for the Tsi
Deldel School. I’ve also worked as an Interpreter in the
health field for patients whose first language is Tsilhqot’in.
Working as a medical interpreter I’ve been fortunate to visit
elderly Tsilhqot’in residents at Retirement Concepts and the
Deni House. I try and see these residents at least once a
month.
My wife Cindy and I were fortunate to spend a year in
Nunavut living and working with children in a remote Inuit
community. While there we connected with elders I learned
that no matter where you go any elder will open up and
share their knowledge and wisdom with you when you treat
them with dignity and respect.
My other interests are learning as much as I can about my
culture and traditions: hunting, fishing, and medicine
gathering; taking pictures of people and pictures of the land.
My wife and I also like to go camping and travelling.
I look forward to meeting and working with Tsilhqot’in and
Ulkatcho members through this job.
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Aboriginal Family Group Conference (AFGC): My name
is Kerry Chelsea and I am the Aboriginal Family Group
Conferencing Coordinator (AFGC) for Denisiqi Services
Society. The growth of the AFGC program has not only
been observed in the referrals and conferences completed,
but also in the number of individuals wishing to take part
and learn about the Aboriginal Family Group Conferencing
process. Considering the increase in MCFD referrals and
community meeting requests, the upcoming fiscal year looks
to be a busy one.
Denisiqi Services Society transitioned into the New Year
with a formalized process for accepting applicants and new
clients through a well-developed intake process. One of the
key additions to this process is reviewing the intake form
and referring that client to appropriate programming or
another agency that may provide programing that meets the
needs of that client.
In the winter and early spring, The “Dads Matter” training
program was delivered in Vancouver, BC.
A total of 46 participants attended these sessions. The
Denisiqi AFGC program may be including a men’s wellness
or a Dads Matter program as part of its pre/post AFGC
curriculum.
It has been an exciting time for the AFGC program. By
incorporating the current AFGC process with new and
innovative methods such as the Dads Matter program,
Denisiqi could potentially be developing more effective and
healthier ways of working with children and families.

“To talk about things and develop a plan for the child and
not in front of court”. Father
“The conference was very good because it brings out inner
feelings that is hurting for so long and you will come to
peace with the person”. Aunt
“It was great that the family had this opportunity to work
together for the benefit of the child. The children are happy
they are going home”. Family Friend
“I was very happy with the outcome. I felt supported”.
Mother
“Having everyone together, letting out and crying and
awesome plan”. Child
“We struggled but made it work”. Uncle
The AFGC program through Denisiqi Services Society has
made some strides towards being the traditional method and
culturally sensitive approach that families, MCFD and
community professionals prefer to use. The main objective
of the AFGC is to give the family and extended family
group a voice in the decision-making process to ensure the
safety and well-being of children at-risk or in need of
protection. The AFGC program prides itself as a culturallysensitive, alternative approach to child protection that
empowers Aboriginal families; bringing together family
group members to craft a plan of care for their children that
addresses concerns identified by MCFD and mental health
professionals. A main benefit of the AFGC process is that
plans are developed for the vast majority of these children to
return to, or remain within, their extended family systems.

Client Quotes

Are you interested in becoming a Care Home Provider for Aboriginal
Children in Care?
Denisiqi Services Society Voluntary Services team is seeking Caregivers to care for
our children in care and to keep them within their own Aboriginal communities.
If you are interested and would like more information please call Nadine Adam,
Voluntary Services Supervisor at 250-392-6500 ext. 225.
If you have Child Protection concerns they must be reported to MCFD at 250-3984220 or after hours call 310-1234
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Denisiqi Services Society
240 B North Mackenzie Avenue
Williams Lake, BC V2G 1N6

Sun

Mon

April 2015 Activities
Tue

Wed

1

Phone: 250-392-6500
Support Programs Fax: 250-392-6501
Voluntary Services Fax – 250-392-6510
Toll Free BC Only: 1-877-251-6566

Thu

2

Fri

3

Sat

4

Good Friday
Closed

5

6

7
Easter
Monday

8

9

10

11

15

16

17

18

23

24

25

Drumming &
Singing
3:30-4:30

Closed

12

13

14
Drumming &
Singing
3:30-4:30

19

20

21
Drumming &
Singing
3:30-4:30

26

27

28
Drumming &
Singing
3:30-4:30
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DSS @
Tl’etinqox
Health
10-2

22
DSS @
Xeni Health
10-1

29

30

DSS @
Yunesit’in
Health
10-2
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Denisiqi Services Society
240 B North Mackenzie Avenue
Williams Lake, BC V2G 1N6

Sun

3

Mon

May 2015 Activities

Tue

4

5

Wed

6

Drumming &
Singing
3:30-4:30

Phone: 250-392-6500
Support Programs Fax: 250-392-6501
Voluntary Services Fax – 250-392-6510
Toll Free BC Only: 1-877-251-6566

Thu

7

Fri

Sat

1

2

8

9

DSS @
Alexandria
10-2

Summer Youth Camp
Riske Creek School

Restoring Balance Program @ Denisiqi
Monday to Thursday – 10:00 am to 3:00 pm

10

11

12

13

Drumming &
Singing
3:30-4:30

Summer
Youth Camp
Riske Creek
School

14

15

16

22

23

29

30

DSS @
Ulkatcho

Restoring Balance Program @ Denisiqi
Monday to Thursday – 10:00 am to 3:00 pm

17

18

19

Victoria Day
Stat
CLOSED

20

Drumming &
Singing
3:30-4:30

21
DSS @
Toosey
10-2

Restoring Balance Program @ Denisiqi
Tuesday to Thursday – 10:00 am to 3:00 pm

24

25

26
Drumming &
Singing
3:30-4:30

27

28

DSS @
Tsi Deldel
10-2

31
Restoring Balance Program @ Denisiqi
Monday to Thursday – 10:00 am to 3:00 pm
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Denisiqi Services Society
240 B North Mackenzie Avenue
Williams Lake, BC V2G 1N6

Sun

Mon

1

June 2015 Activities
Tue

2

Wed

3

Phone: 250-392-6500
Support Programs Fax: 250-392-6501
Voluntary Services Fax – 250-392-6510
Toll Free BC Only: 1-877-251-6566

Thu

Fri

Sat

4

5

6

11

12

13

18

19

20

25

26

27

DSS @
Tl’etinqox
Health
10-2

7

8

9

10

Drumming &
Singing
3:30-4:30

14

15

16

17

Drumming &
Singing
3:30-4:30

21

22

DSS @
Xeni Health
10-1

23

DSS @
Yunesit’in
Health
10-2

24

Aboriginal
Day

DSS @
Alexandria
10-1

Closed

28

29

30
Drumming &
Singing
3:30-4:30
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Denisiqi Services Society
Staff Extensions & Email Contact Info


Dwayne Emerson, Executive Director
Ext. 226
Email: dwayne@denisiqi.org



Linda Hillegeist, Finance Manager
Ext 243
Email: linda@denisiqi.org

Drumming and Signing @ Denisiqi



Every Tuesday from 3:30 to 4:30

Joan Charleyboy, Family Care Manager
Ext 234
Email: joan@denisiqi.org



For ALL youth ages

Nadine Adam, Voluntary Services Supervisor
Ext 225
Email: nadine@denisiqi.org



Brenda Cahoose, Voluntary Services Social Worker
Ext 259
Email: brenda@denisiqi.org



Carmen Mutschele, Voluntary Services Social Worker
Ext 228
Email: carmen@denisiqi.org



Charlene Smythe, Voluntary Services Social Worker
Ext 224
Email: charlene@denisiqi.org



Kerry Chelsea, AFGC Coordinator
Ext 223
Email: kerry@denisiqi.org



Orrie Charleyboy, Cultural Enhancement Worker
Ext TBA
Email: orrie@denisiqi.org



Francy Elkins, Voluntary Services Admin Assistant
Ext 227
Email: francy@denisiqi.org



Stella Stump, Aboriginal Infant Development Program
Ext 241
Email: stella@denisiqi.org



Trudy Stump, Aboriginal Supported Child Development
Ext 240
Email: trudy@denisiqi.org



Grace Cahoose, Early Childhood Development Outreach
Ext 237
Email: grace@denisiqi.org



Chanel Wynja, Nun Yaz Daycare ECE
Ext 232
Email: chanel@denisiqi.org



Kendra Rogers-Calabrese, Aboriginal Development Clinician
Ext 236
Email: kendra@denisiqi.org



Debora Trampleasure, Aboriginal Development Clinician
Ext 245
Email: deb@denisiqi.org



Jessica Doerner, Aboriginal Rural Wellness Coordinator
Ext 246
Email: jessica@denisiqi.org



Marilyn Charleyboy, Youth Program Coordinator
Ext 239
Email: marilyn@denisiqi.org



Elaine Yablonski, Administrative Assistant

Upcoming Events

10 to 18 years of age.



Traditional drumming & singing



Sharing stories



Drum Protocol



Pop, country, folk and rock



Guitar accompaniment

Youth need to arrange rides to and from
the group, with pick up @ 4:30
We are @ 240B N Mackenzie Ave
(Beside the Brick)

For more information, contact
Kerry Chelsea or Carmen Mutschele
at 250-392-6500

Ext 221
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